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The Human Toxicology Project Consortium  

(HTPC) is a coalition of stakeholders from corporate 

and non-profit communities in the US and EU 

who share the goal of advancing a mechanistic, 

biological pathway-based approach to toxicology 

and disease studies. This approach builds on 

recommendations in the US National Research 

Council's (NRC) 2007 report, Toxicity Testing in  

the 21st Century, which laid the groundwork  

for a “paradigm shift” in chemical safety testing. 

To accelerate the global implementation of this 

approach, HTPC focuses on three areas critical  

to its success:

n     Supporting the Science:  

strategic support for advances in key 

technologies and sciences

n     Communication:  

educate and establish consensus among diverse 

stakeholders

n     Advocacy:  

ensure support for research and implementation 

of 21st century science

INTRODUCTION
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Historical approaches  
have limitations

Frustrated by limitations in its approach to 
the science of chemical safety assessment, 
the US Environmental Protection Agency 
asked the National Academy of Sciences to 
look into designing a better strategy. The 
resulting 2007 report, Toxicity Testing 
in the 21st Century: a Vision and a 
Strategy1, proposed that by combining 
new sources of data (such as genomics, 
proteomics, and metabolomics) with 
information about chemical structures  
and data generated from automated  
human cell-based in vitro assays, safety 
testing could become increasingly predictive 
and less reliant on live animal testing.
 
The new approach is designed to address 
the limitations of conventional chemical 
safety testing based on animal tests, which 
are slow, low-throughput, high cost, with 
limited human relevance. 

In the face of growing regulatory needs  
for a growing number of chemicals, a  
policy that relies heavily on traditional 
animal testing will be unable to generate 
the information necessary to protect  
public and environmental health. 
 
These same limitations hamper research  
on human diseases and development of 
new therapies. A number of recent analyses 
of published studies have raised serious 
questions about the wisdom of using 
animals to study asthma, ALS, Alzheimer’s, 
autism, liver disease and autoimmune 
disorders2. 

In each case, reliance on animal models has 
arguably delayed progress on treatments. 

THE ISSUES
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The FDA has acknowledged that at least 
92% of potential new drugs fail in clinical 
trials, largely due to unforeseen toxicity or 
lack of efficacy, even after testing in a wide 
range of non-human animal species4.

Changing Regulatory Demands

According to the US EPA, there may be  
tens of thousands of man-made chemicals  
in the environment5 today and 2,000,  
new chemicals developed each year in the 
US6. Many of these are well-characterized 
and understood by the scientists and 
manufacturers who use them, but for many 
others, there is little or no information 
available about their impact on human health 
and the environment. This becomes especially 
problematic when such information is needed 
to quickly establish public health risks – such 
as in the event of an environmental chemical 
spill. Internationally, regulatory agencies 
are increasingly implementing programs 
to obtain additional toxicity information 
through new or revised laws and programs 
that require manufacturers to provide 

Testing at the level required for

pesticide registration takes -

• more than a decade  

• $2 – 3 million • 10,000 animals

Pharmaceuticals:

n    High failure rate of new drugs due in large 
part to unforeseen toxicity in clinical studies

n    High cost of drug development  
Industrial chemicals

Industrial chemicals: 

n    Growing concern over lack of data  
(>10K chemicals worldwide) 

n     Large-scale regulatory programs: REACH (EU, 
China, S.Korea) 

Pesticides:

n    Registration requires the use of approximately 
10,000 animals, millions of USD, and many 
years (decades)

n    Need to identify “greener” chemistries

Cosmetics:

n    Consumer concern over safety and animal 
testing worldwide

n     Bans on animal testing

ISSUES BY SECTOR

Can you believe the average 

length of time from target 

discovery to approval of a new drug 

currently averages about 14 years? 

That is WAY too long. Even more 

shocking is that the failure rate 

exceeds 95 percent, and the  

cost per successful drug surpasses 

$2 billion, after adjusting for all of 

the failures3.

–Francis Collins,Director, NIH 

Our understanding of biology and 

the effects of chemicals on biological 

systems has vastly improved since the 

standard methods were developed, 

and we can use this information, 

along with advances in engineering 

and computer science, to create a 

much more effective and efficient 

process for evaluating the effects  

of chemicals Wyss Institute’s Human  
Lung-on-a-Chip:  
www.wyss.harvard.edu



more extensive toxicology data on 
chemicals, based on production volume 
or intended use. For example, in the EU, 
legislation known as REACH (Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction 
of Chemicals)7 requires manufacturers 
to register any chemical produced or 
imported into the EU in quantities greater 
than one metric ton, estimated to include 
approximately 30,000 substances8. 
Extensive toxicology data on the order 
of that required for pesticide registration 
may be required for chemicals produced/
imported at the highest tonnages 
(100 tons or above). Similar regulatory 
programs have been introduced or are in 
development in several other countries.

Even as information demands are 
increasing in the chemical sector, there 
are regulatory pressures to fully replace 
animal testing in cosmetics safety 
evaluation. The EU has banned the sale 
of cosmetics containing ingredients that 
have been newly tested on animals9. 
India10, Israel11, Sao Paulo (Brazil)12,  
South Korea13, New Zealand14, and 
Turkey15 adopted similar or partial animal 
testing and/or sales restrictions, and 
several other countries are considering 
similar legislation. The United Kingdom 
recently banned animal testing on 
household products, with a limited  
ban on testing ingredients16.

Human-on-a-chip [DARPA/NIH/FDA]

n   132 million USD

n   5 years

n   10 organs:

n    Liver, lung, heart, intestine, brain

n   Microfluidic system

n    Interdisciplinary programs

n    Requirement to commercialize

NIH National Center for Translational 
Sciences [NCATS]

n    Accelerating transfer of knowledge from 
bench to bedside 

n    Developing new approaches, technologies, 
resources and models
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21ST CENTURY SAFETY CONCERNS 
REQUIRE 21ST CENTURY ANSWERS

The technologies required to achieve 
the NRC’s 21st century vision have been 
improving at an increasing rate in recent 
years, and are making the vision achievable.

THE SOLUTION

The NRC’s testing paradigm is already being 
applied in several research and regulatory 
initiatives, including the US EPA’s ToxCast, 
NIH’s National Center for Translational Science 
(NCATS), and the inter-agency programs Tox21 
and Human-on-a-Chip. Complimentary projects 
in other countries are focused on improving 
chemical safety while reducing animal use, 
such as the EU Framework Programs AXLR8, 
Safety Evaluation Ultimately Replacing Animal 
Testing (SEURAT) and EU-ToxRisk

US EPA Toxicity ForeCaster [ToxCastTM]

n    ~2,800 chemicals

n    ~800 hign-throughput assays

n    300 signaling pathways

1st application: endocrine screening

The NRC report envisions a new toxicity 

testing system that evaluates biologically 

significant perturbations in key toxicity 

pathways using new methods in 

computational 

biology and a 

comprehensive 

array of in  

vitro tests 

based on 

human 

biology.



A Pathway-based Approach 

Central to the NRC’s vision is the concept of 
a Toxicity Pathway. These are normal cell-
signaling pathways that have been perturbed 
or disrupted by a chemical exposure to the 
point where they can no longer self-correct 
and resume normal signaling. 

This disruption could ultimately contribute to 
adverse health effects, such as tissue injury, 
organ damage, illness or death – depending 
on the magnitude of the disturbance. By 
identifying key pathways and developing 
a series of in vitro assays to probe them, 
investigators can begin to build ever more 
predictive computational models.

Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs) 
describe the events that occur following 
chemical exposure, beginning with the 
molecular interaction of the chemical with a 
biomolecule (e.g., a protein, receptor, etc.) – 
the molecular initiating event (MIE) - followed 
by a description of the sequential cellular and 
tissue perturbations that lead to eventual 
toxicological effect - or adverse outcome 
- which is at the individual level for most 
human health endpoints or at the population 
level for environmental endpoints.

A pathway-based approach 

allows researchers and 

regulators to fully leverage 

the 21st century toolbox.

The AOP framework allows for the 
integration of all types of information at 
different levels of biological organization, 
from molecular to population level, to provide 
a rational, biologically based argument (or 
series of hypotheses) to predict the outcome 
of an initiating event17.

The purpose of incorporating mechanistic 
information in the form of AOPs into risk 
assessments is to provide a rational basis for 
testing in biological understanding. The goal 
is to reduce uncertainty in risk assessments, 
as well as to evolve toxicology from an 
observational to a predictive science. 

Right now, AOPs can be used to inform 
chemical grouping, to prioritize chemicals 
for further testing, to identify missing 
information and to assist in design of testing 
strategies. As more quantitative information 
is added to an AOP, it becomes increasingly 
useful as a predictive tool in risk assessments 
– further reducing or eliminating the need 
for animal tests.
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21st Century Technology

Gene and protein sequencing 
technologies (‘omics tools), along with 
improvements in computing speed 
and capacity allow thousands of cell-
based in vitro tests of many different doses 
and chemical mixtures to be conducted 
simultaneously and have vastly improved our 
ability to interpret these results. 

Enhanced cell-culturing techniques, 
including the use of scaffolds and 
bioprinting, allow scientists to grow 
3-dimensional cells and tissues, and replicate 
the structurally complex environment in 
which cells exist in situ – a vast improvement 
over “flat” 2-dimensional cell preparations. 

Microphysiological systems, which 
use miniaturized electronics and fluidics 
to imitate physiological processes such as 
circulation and respiration, will make the in 
vitro cellular environment even more life-like. 
As these technologies continue to  
evolve, researchers will be able to develop 
test systems that can better reproduce 
metabolic processes.
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The The Human Toxicology Project 
Consortium was formed in 2009, after 
scientists from a number of corporate  
and non-profit organizations convened  
to discuss the implementation of the  
NRC vision on a global scale. 

The HTPC’s approach is to strategically 
support ongoing projects, identify  
and fill gaps in scientific and policy 
development, and to promote acceptance 
and use of new methodologies. Our work 
has a tri-partite organization: 

Supporting the Science: we work to 
strategically accelerate technical and 
scientific advances in pathway-based 
approaches by organizing and funding 
workshops, webinars, and training videos.

Communication: effective communication 
facilitates consensus-building among 
stakeholders and is essential to building 
confidence in the new approaches. 
HTPC achieves communication via our 
articles and our website, which includes 
descriptions, infographics and educational 
videos aimed at lay stakeholders. 

Advocacy: we work to effect policy 
changes and cultivate funding 
opportunities that support pathway-based 
approaches in the U.S. and internationally.

THE HTPC
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OECD AOP Program

The Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) launched a formal 
program for AOP development, publishing 
templates, guidance (OECD Guidance 
Document 184) and creating databases for 
capturing and structuring AOP information, 
collectively known as the AOP Knowledge-
Base (AOP-KB). One element of the AOP-KB, 
the AOP Wiki18 is a publically available Data 
Base specifically for crowd-sourcing AOP 
development. The OECD AOP program won 
a Lush Prize in 2015 for its major contributions 
to replacing animal testing in toxicology.

AOPs are already accelerating the paradigm 
shift to 21st century toxicology. But they can 
also drive a paradigm shift in biomedical 
research – especially in disease-modeling  
and drug discovery, where it’s clear that  
similar improvements are warranted19.

The HTPC has recently begun supporting 
an expansion of the AOP approach 
to disease and medicine. Members 
co-authored a paper, along with 
representatives from international 
governments, industry and academia, 
calling for a “repurposing” of AOPs to 
facilitate a paradigm shift in human  
disease research20.

AOPs can be used to:

n   Facilitate chemical groupings based on 

similarity of structure

n   Support read-across (predicting the 

toxicity of a substance based on 

its chemical similarity to a better 

understood chemical)

n   Identify knowledge gaps

n   Prioritize the development of new in 

vitro assays

n  Support weight-of-evidence analyses

n   Predict whether or not a given dose  

of a substance will result in an  

adverse outcome
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For further information,  
visit www.aopkb.org



Selected HTPC  
sponsored workshops:
 
n   2015 International Conference on 

Toxicological Alternatives & Translational 
Toxicology 2015

n   AOPs 101: The How and Why of 
Development and Use 2014, 201521

n   AOPs 201: Development, Recording, and 
Use of Adverse Outcome Pathways 201521

n   OECD Workshop: A Framework for  
the Development and Use of Integrated 
Approaches to Testing and Assessment 
2014

n   Adverse Outcome Pathways and 
Liver Toxicity: building on steatosis  
and fibrosis 2013

n   Advancing Adverse Outcome Pathways 
for Integrated Toxicology and Regulatory 
Applications 2014

Selected HTPC publications:

n   Langley, G et al. 2015 Lessons from 
toxicology: developing a 21st-century 
paradigm for medical research. Environ. 
Health Perspect. 123(11):A268-72.

n   Perkins, EJ et al. 2015. Adverse Outcome 
Pathways for Regulatory Applications: 
examination of four case studies with 
different degrees of completeness and 
scientific confidence. Tox. Sci. Tox. Sci. 
148 (1): 14-25

n   Willett, C. 2014. Adverse Outcome 
Pathways: Development and Use 
in Toxicology. In: Wexler, P. (Ed.), 
Encyclopedia of Toxicology, 3rd edition 
vol 1. Elsevier Inc., Academic Press,  
pp. 95–99.

n   Willett, C et al. 2014. Pathway-based 
toxicity: history, current approaches and 
liver fibrosis and steatosis as prototypes. 
ALTEX (31)4: 407-421.
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Our educational program, AOPs 201, includes 
detail on the OECD AOP knowledge-base, how to 
evaluate the information that goes into AOPs, and 
a discussion of how AOPs could be used to support 
decisions. All of the videos are available at https://
humantoxicologyproject.org/about-pathways.

A still-frame from our video, “What is a 
“Pathway-based” Approach to Toxicology?”
See Systems Toxicology 101 (https://
humantoxicologyproject.org/tox-101).
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As part of our educational outreach on 
the new science, the HTCP produced an 
infographic that shows in three sections 
how the future of toxicity testing promises a 
steady reduction in testing costs, increases 
in human relevance and confidence in safety 
assessments, and the eventual elimination of 
animal tests.

The first section (shown here) provides a 
snapshot comparison of the current and 
future costs, efficiency and efficacy of toxicity 
testing.  The graphic goes on (not shown 
here) to give an example of the way the near 

future, and optimal approaches will build 
on knowledge, in the form of biological 
pathways, to increasingly streamline and 
focus chemical assessments. 

Finally, the results of this progression are 
captured in the summary graphic at the end – 
decreasing costs, time and animal use - while 
human relevance and our confidence in safety 
decisions continue to improve.

For more the complete  
infographic and description, see 
humantoxicologyproject.org/tox-101

CONSORTIUM MEMBERS 

CONSORTIUM PARTNERS 



If your organization would  

be interested in joining HTPC, 

please contact:

kwillett@humanesociety.org

Join our force for change!


